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The Amir also took the chance to thank
Mauritania for hosting the presidency of the
summit, saying that the Arab state contributed
to bolstering Arab cooperation.  

In his speech, HH Sheikh Sabah stressed that
the region is facing grave challenges and dan-
gers that require solidarity, unity and joint
efforts among Arab countries. The Arab Summit
should and must come up with mechanisms
and solutions to address the numerous chal-
lenges facing the region, said Sheikh Sabah. He
touched on the issue of inner conflicts in the
Arab world, stressing that it was one of the
most crippling problems that should be
addressed collectively by participating leaders.

He added that disagreements and conflicts
among Arab brothers should be set aside for
leaders to achieve the aspiration of their peo-
ple. The world is full of agony and mayhem due
to wars, natural disasters, political conflicts and
humanitarian crises which require a strong
regional and international effort to end the suf-
fering globally, said Sheikh Sabah.  

He indicated that the world’s inaction
towards the crisis in Syria would not lead to
fruitful results for the Syrian people. The inter-
national community needs a strong resolve to
bring upon a political resolution to the crisis,
said the Kuwaiti leader, who took the chance to
laud efforts by UN Secretary General Antonio
Guterres, Special Envoy to Syria Steffan De
Mistura, as well as former leader of the UN Ban
Ki-Moon for their efforts in this regard.  

HH Sheikh Sabah thanked countries hosting
the Syrian refugees - namely Jordan, Lebanon,
Iraq, Egypt, and Turkey - for their outstanding
humanitarian efforts, affirming that they had
made a difference on the ground. The Kuwaiti
leader touched on the Yemeni issue, saying that
his country was deeply saddened by the situa-
tion in the fellow Arab country. The Amir called
on Yemenis to heed calls by the international
community and the Arab world to put an end
to the crisis in Yemen.  

Sheikh Sabah also touched on the situations
in Iraq, Libya, and Somalia, saying that the
plight affecting people in the respective Arab
countries required a truthful effort by Arabs to

bring security and stability to these regions.
The Arab-Israeli conflict and the Middle East
peace process were also mentioned by the
Amir in his speech. Sheikh Sabah blamed Israel
for halting efforts for attaining sustainable
peace in the region. 

Sheikh Sabah, in his keynote speech, said
Israel has remained an obstacle in face of
efforts for establishing a viable and compre-
hensive peace in the Middle East. He urged the
international community, namely the Security
Council, to “fulfill its duties and end this tragedy
which constitutes core of regional hardships;
namely tension and instability,” praising the
Security Council Resolution 2334 which called
on Israel to cease settlement activities on the
Palestinian territories. The Amir was alluding to
protracted plight of the Palestinian people who
have been suffering from Israeli occupation
since middle of the past century.  

On Libya, the Amir asked warring parties to
listen for calls of unity and national solidarity
echoed by the international community and
the world, affirming that these calls will ensure
the future of Libya as a nation. “We are increas-

ingly concerned about destiny of our brothers
there as well as about the future of their home-
land, its sanctity and territorial integrity.” The
Amir hoped that orchestrated national, Arab,
regional and international efforts would result
in maintaining Libya as a unified and stable
nation, on basis of relevant UN resolution and
in a manner that would enable the national
concord government achieve such aspired
objectives.

Regarding Iran, HH the Amir noted necessity
of adherence in this respect to international
laws, namely respect of states’ sovereignty, non-
intervention in states’ domestic affairs, respect-
ing good neighborliness’ ties, hoping that con-
sultations and constructive dialogue would
continue among regional states for sake of
security and stability. “Although the interna-
tional community has exerted enormous
efforts for facing terrorism, it has remained a
great challenge threatening our security and
undermining our stability; thus double effort is
required in coordination with the international
community to face the terrorist organizations
and their deviating thoughts for sake of con-

serving human race’s security and stability.”
He lauded “achievements that have been

made by our brothers in Iraq in facing the pow-
ers of darkness and we aspire to see further vic-
tories,” alluding to the Iraqi government forces’
liberation of several regions, controlled by the
so-called Islamic State group. 

HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah said that Kuwait
will continue its efforts to alleviate suffering of
the people hit by catastrophes and wars. The
world is suffering “crises, catastrophes and
internecine wars” that have cast shadow on the
humanitarian conditions of several peoples,
both on the regional and international scenes,
the Amir told the summit. He added that
Kuwait has been working with the international
community to lessen the suffering of these
peoples and will continue fulfilling its humani-
tarian responsibilities.

HH the Amir concluded his speech with calls
for international cooperation and coordination
to defeat terrorism in all its forms, citing the
Iraqi government’s successful cooperation with
regional and international partners to triumph
over terror in Iraq. — KUNA 
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DEAD SEA, Jordan: The African Union Commissioner
Moussa Fak i  hai led yesterday the init iative of  His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah on maximizing development and investment in
the African continent and its people.

Faki’s remarks came in a speech at the 28th Arab
Summit, hosted by Jordan. The initiative was announced
by His Highness the Amir during Kuwait’s hosting of the
Arab-African Summit in 2013, which aims at providing
African countries with easy loans totaling $1 billion over
a period of five years.  The goal was to fund Africa’s
investments in infrastructure in coordination with the
World Bank and international institutions.

In terms of African-Arab relations, Faki asserted
impor tance of strengthening the League and this
process, pointing out that his attendance at the summit
is an affirmation of the African commitment to the posi-
tions of solidarity and cooperation with the Arab coun-
tries. The Commissioner added that Africa ongoing sup-
port for the Palestinian issue in all of its dimensions is a
top priority, including fighting terrorist groups, whatev-
er their names is. 

Meanwhile, Mauritanian President Mohamed Ould
Abdel Aziz praised His Highness the Amir for hosting
Yemeni negotiations, affirming his “strong support” for
the Gulf initiative aimed at restoring security and stabili-
ty in Yemen.

“The armed conflict in Yemen continues for the third
year in a row, threatening regional peace and security
and causing great loss of life and property, a conflict
that almost destroyed the unity and harmony of Yemeni
society as if there was no Arab and international efforts
to address it,” President Abdel Aziz said in the opening
speech of the summit. 

The Mauritanian leader also praised Kuwait’s hospi-
tality and patronage by Kuwait’s Amir for the inter-
Yemeni negotiations since launch of the conciliation
process, stressing “strong” Arab support for the Gulf ini-

tiative and the United Nations initiative to reach a nego-
tiated solution that would preserve Yemen’s unity and
stability.

On the Palestinian issue, Ould Abdel Aziz said the
two-state solution, which was reached after tough and
long negotiations with the blessing of the international
community, is the only option available to achieve
peace in the region and guarantee the r ight  of
Palestinian people to establish their independent state.
He also pointed to many challenges in Arab countries,
impeding efforts for peace, security and sustainable
development, pointing out that the Arab region has
been subjected to conflicts, especially in Syria, which
have led to increasing complex civilians’ displacements
and activity by terrorist groups.  The Mauritanian leader
added that “Syrian parties have not engaged in with a
strong will to reach a political solution that fulfills the
aspirations of the Syrian people and reinforces security
and stability of their country.

He called for immediate end of internal fighting to
pave way for signing a comprehensive political agree-
ment that ends blood spilling of the Syrian people and
maintains Syria’s unity and sovereignty throughout its
territory.

On another front, he stressed on the necessity for
channeling all support to Arab, African and international
efforts to find a comprehensive agreement that will pre-
serve the unity of the Libya’s soil, restore stability and
security to the troubled nation.  He welcomed the politi-
cal breakthrough in Lebanon and election of a new pres-
ident to restore political stability in the country.

The Mauritanian president stressed on the need to
actively involve women and youth in Arab development.
He also urged for development of new mechanisms that
would promote integration, economic integration and
progress in exploitation of Arabs’ resources and promo-
tion of investments and development among their
countries. — KUNA

DEAD SEA, Jordan: (From left) Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al-Saud, Jordanian King Abdullah II
and His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah attend the 28th Arab Summit
yesterday. — Amiri Diwan photos

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with Jordanian King Abdullah II.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with Saudi King Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with Iraqi Prime Minister Haider
Al-Abadi.

Amir praised for initiative to boost nations’ development
Sheikh Sabah hailed for hosting Yemeni talks

KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah attended a ceremony organized by Sheraton Kuwait on Tuesday evening to celebrate its 50th anniversary. Several
other state officials and dignitaries attended the event.  — Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Sheraton Kuwait celebrates golden jubilee

Amir: Arab Spring led region to deterioration, suffering


